Commercial
Solutions:
A Curated
Collection
of Stone
Laminates.

Introducing Arborite’s
Curated Collection
of Commercial Stone
Laminates
People who use commercial
spaces have become accustomed
to a relaxing, open, homey
atmosphere. Professionals who
design commercial spaces must
consider how to achieve this
aesthetic while prioritizing budget,
performance, cleanability and
sustainability.

Nuvolato Crema
P1024 BT

Monolith
P407 VL

Carrara Venato
P1015 UL

Arctic Snow
P394 VL

Bianco Statuario
P1022 VL

Arctic Tundra
P396 VL

Baroque Soapstone
P1017 VL

Urban Day
P392 CA

Dreamcatcher
P1018 VL

Perla Quartzite
P1021 BT

Mont Blanc
P1009 VL

Inukshuk Grey
P344 CA

Cityscape Loft
P1010 IM

Terrazzo Grande
P1014 UL

Château
P1023 BT

Nuvolato Marble
P1013 UL

Arctic Ice
P395 VL

Aria Quartzite
P1019 BT

Concrete Grey
P127 CA

Inukshuk Taupe
P345 CA

Nuage Quartzite
P1020 BT

Industrial Loft
P1011 IM

Saint Laurent Marble
P1008 VL

Urban Night
P393 CA

Arctic Spirit
P421 VL

Arborite’s curated collection of
stone-inspired laminates provides
commercial designers with
solutions. Laminate is non-porous,
heat-resistant, durable and easily
cleaned/disinfected- all while
being a fraction of the cost of
high-maintenance natural stones.
So, go ahead. Specify the cozy,
nature-inspired, modern stone look
your stakeholders desire.

Samples on this page are scaled
down to show pattern.
Colors in this brochure are
representations only and may
vary slightly from the original.
Order your FREE larger samples
today from arborite.com.

Workplace
From large-scale marble to small-scale concrete
patterns, laminate can add elements of nature
or elegance. And unlike their real counter parts,
laminates are stain-resistant, easy-to-fabricate,
sustainable and budget friendly.

P394 Arctic Snow

Nuvolato Crema
P1024

Workplace

P1015 Carrara Venato
This bright white marble
with warm grey and taupe
undertones allow it to
complement a variety of
natural woodgrain patterns.

P394 Arctic Snow
Clean, small-scaled,
engineered-stone looks
create spaces that are
soothing and restorative.

Workplace

Trend influence continues to flow freely
between residential (home office) and
commercial workspaces—with users expecting
elements of both. Open concepts with
modular components accommodate privacy
and collaboration. Both formal and casual
areas are useful for creating healthy work/life
balance.
Design-forward and easy-to-maintain,
laminate surfaces are a natural choice for
reception areas, breakrooms, cafeterias and
convertible workspaces.

P1015 Carrara Venato

Hospitality
Hospitality environments have the opportunity
to amplify the most aspirational residential
trends, such as: Scandinavian style, biophilic
paradise and urban modern.

P1020 Nuage Quartzite
Quartzite laminate
provides a welcoming,
luxurious look with a
consistent, non-porous
surface.

Nuage Quartzite
P1020

Hospitality
P1015 Carrara Venato (tables)
and P1010 Cityscape Loft (counter)
The look of stone laminate evokes
a calming sense of nature, while
the material’s low-maintenance
durability makes it a worry-free
specification for high-traffic areas.

P1023 Château

Budget-friendly laminate gives
designers the ability to add
wow-factor elements with
minimal investment.

Hospitality

P1022 Bianco Statuario
This stunning marble look
is an excellent way to
give a space character
without adding clutter.

Arborite’s Commercial
Stone Collection offers
sophisticated, high-end
looks which complement
the other finishes in a
space.
In addition to the classic
horizontal applications
such as casework,
tabletops and vanities,
laminate makes a great
surface for wall cladding
and headboards in
hospitality projects.

Healthcare & Wellness
Arborite’s commercial stone collection
includes patterns designed to complement
flooring, fabric and products that are routinely
specified in healthcare or wellness spaces.

P379 Safari Stone
Small-scaled neutral
patterns soften clinical
areas.

Aria Quartzite
P1019

Healthcare & Wellness

Evidence-based design proves
healthcare environments prioritizing
comfort and safety have better outcomes
for both patients and providers.
Yet materials must also be non-porous
and easy-to-maintain, reinforcing a sense
of safety and trust.

P1019 Aria Quartzite

P379 Safari Stone

Healthcare & Wellness

Biophilic elements bring the outside in,
making spaces feel more spa-like and
less sterile.

P1004 Roman Travertine
Restorative spaces
using sustainable
materials.

Retail
Accent tables, display counters and cash
wraps are some of the hardest working
surfaces in a retail space. Laminate holds up
to high-traffic and frequent cleaning.

P1009 Mont Blanc
A coffee bar clad in our
subtle marbled laminate
look fuels customers
through the shopping
experience.
Terrazzo Grande
P1014

Retail

P1014 Terrazzo Grande
Our Terrazzo stone look
adds a biophilic element
to this immersive
and interactive retail
experience.

P1014 Terrazzo Grande
Stone laminates with
various shades of white,
grey, taupe, charcoal
and black add modern,
organic elegance
without competing with
merchandise.

Retail

Low maintenance durability, and options for
bold or understated aesthetics, make Arborite
a great specification for retail environments.

P393 Urban Night
Casual concrete
offers an interesting
look with long-lasting
relevance. This versatile
solution works well
within a broad range of
applications.

Multi-Family/Senior Living
In modern, urban and multi-family settings, nature-inspired
finishes and simplicity help units feel homey.
Arborite’s Collection is curated to include a variety of
sustainable stones and structures that work well with
prevailing residential interiors trends.
Bianco Statuario
P1022

P1024 Nuvolato Crema

Multi-Family/Senior Living

P1023 Château
Elegant and functional,
stone laminate
countertops and
backsplashes add
maximum style with
minimal hassle.

P1020 Nuage Quartzite
Our Quartzite laminate
looks can be used to
create rich and dramatic
spaces in casual, urban
residences.

Multi-Family/Senior Living

Crafted with a mix of warm and cool
undertones, Arborite’s patterns are made to
hold their effect regardless of surrounding
materials. No color-flip, no surprises.
Laminates offer developers the opportunity to
deliver custom looks with a single material that
sources, fabricates, maintains and performs
reliably.

P1013 Nuvolato Marble
A soft blending of
neutral tones creates a
spa-like retreat in multifamily units.

Need inspiration?
Follow @ArboriteHPL
on Facebook,
Instagram & Pinterest
Colors in this brochure
are representations only
and may vary slightly
from the original.
Order your FREE larger
sample today from
arborite.com.

For samples
and technical
information:
info@arborite.com

Arborite
385 Lafleur,
LaSalle (Québec)
Canada H8R 3H7

T 800.996.0366
F 514.363.0903
info@arborite.com
www.arborite.com

